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The Need
More than 1.2 billion people worldwide lack access to electricity and clean water.*
As connecting to Kenya’s electric grid costs more than the average monthly income per person,*

70% of Kenya’s population rely instead on wood fuel, charcoal and kerosene
for their energy needs.
with a local market of more than 30 million farmers,Kenya’s driving economic
forces are not managing to generate sufficient profit to provide for their families
and unable to reach sustainable development.

*World Bank’s State of Electricity Report 2017

Our Target goal
Establishing an environmental social impact investment business that aims to develop:
•

a local market of innovative, cost-effective, sustainable technology for generating clean energy, purified water,
cooking gas, and more, will increase productivity of Kenyan farmers, create a market for local business
development, and solve pressing energy demands in the region.

•

Alive lab for identifying the naxt challenges and develop an economic and environmental response that matches
local lifestyle and culture.

The Business Goals
●

Grow sales of innovative Israeli technologies in Africa that benefit both

In accordance with the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals, this project addresses multiple, cross-sectoral
developmental challenges facing the global world:

Israeli investors and African recipients
●

Create a local market for business development and economic opportunity
in Africa

●

Identify challenges in the developing world in order to create cutting-edge
technological solutions in Israel

Climate Action
Affordable and Clean Energy
Decent Work and Economic Growth

●

Fuel the export of Israeli innovation to third-world countries

Clean Water and Sanitation

●

Establish a research & development center for off-grid technologies in

Good Health and Well-being

Israel’s Arava desert
●

Cyclical profit-model: investor money fuels Israeli-made technology
sales in the developing world, which in turn finances R & D centers that
continue to innovate for future technology solutions

●

Zero Hunger

Improve the quality of life for the local population, increase profits from
primary sources of income and conserve natural resources

No Poverty

The Working Model
R & D site in Israel

Sustainable Tech Hub: Kenya

- Labs & workshops
- Test viability of technology
- Train developers
- Adapt current technology
- Create new technology

- Identify local needs
- Train leading farmers
- Train local community
- Technology sales

Arava Tech Israeli Company
Arava Tech Kenya Subsidiary
- Implementation, logistics & operation
of the hub
- Training local farmers
- Marketing, business development & sales
of technology

Specific Target Market for stage 1: : Kenya’s Farming Cooperatives
Ranging from 500-30,000+ members, dairy cooperatives in Kenya are the country’s driving economic
force and the leading sources of income for small farmer business owners.

Working in close collaboration with the cooperatives, famers, and the local community, Eilat
Eilot&Partners will establish hubs in three different cooperatives:

Limuru Dairy Farmers
Cooperative Society

Githunguri Dairy Farmers
Cooperative Society

Kikima Dairy
Cooperative Society

16,000 members
Kiambu, Nairobi
Lower-middle class

30,000 members
Kiambu, Nairobi
Lower-middle class

500 members
Makueni County
Poor

On-site Demonstration Locations
Hubs will be implemented in three key locations in cooperatives
Milk Collection Centers

Schools on-site

Homes of Leading Farmers

The cooperative’s main
distribution point for milk
products.

Utilizing unhealthy energy sources for its
cooking needs,
schools in local cooperatives require
safe, cleantech solutions to improve and
upgrade its cooking methods.

Training leading farmers to utilize and
maintain technology will promote
sustainability.

Collection centers are essential
for product sales.

It will also test the viability of the
technology for household energy needs
and personal use.

CleanTech Hub Kenya: Portfolio Companies
HomeBioGas

Solav

NUFiltration

Transforming leftover organic waste into clean
energy

First and only all-in-one polymer-based
solar water heating system

Water purification

HomeBioGas is an off-grid system that generates
clean energy without any electricity and allows you
to properly treat your household waste.

Benefits include: zero corrosion, zero
calcium deposits, 100% recyclable.
Proven savings of up to 40% in current
energy expenditures.

The system produces
up to 3 hours of
cooking gas every day
solely from food
scraps or animal
waste.

Featuring patented NUF®
technology, NUFilatration is a
system that utilizes sterilized
medical devices to purify
contaminated water.
NUFiltration systems have been
purchased by the World Health
Organization due to its proven
success.

Expected Benefits
-

Improve production and output capability of farmers

-

Increase family income and profits

-

Reduce energy costs and solve energy demands of off-grid,
rural communities

-

Create a local economy and drive business development in the
region

-

Produce new jobs for locals and encourage the development
of new skills

-

Generate economic growth and strengthen economic
development in the region

-

Ensure sustainability through sustainable business model

